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The only biography ever written -- revealing the wildly successful career and the brilliant,

eccentric and pugnacious personality of financier Carl Celian Icahn -- is now available in a new

and expanded 20th anniversary edition.Chronicling the renegade capitalist's rise from lower

middle class roots to the most powerful force on Wall Street and the most feared change agent

in corporate America, King icahn is a unique and revealing look into the making of a massive

American fortune.Written by CEO Mark Stevens--who as Carl's neighbor and tennis partner

gained unprecedented access to Icahn for this uncensored and and unauthorized book--King

Icahn; The Biography Of A Renegade Capitalist's 20th edition is now reissued with a never

before told forward: The Battle To Publish This Book.
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Z, “Excellent firsthand account of American avarice. This is a searing indictment of a medical

school flunkee driven by ruthless greed and a need to prove to his overbearing mother he

would amount to something. Rather than build something honorably with his mind and/or

hands, like a slippery snake, he wiggled his way through the most manipulative aspects of

capitalism to feed off shareholders and American companies. He is nothing more or less than a

parasite, plain and simple. While the biographer is no doubt a second or third-rate author

(which is appropriate for Carl), it serves the important purpose of documenting this stain on

American history. I can assure Carl he won’t be getting a big biography from the likes of Walter

Isaacson - that involves truly creating something of lasting value.”

JB Vick, “worth the time to read. For a while I thought Icahn paid to have this book written. But

after finishing it I'm not sure. He's one surly dude no doubt. He is the GOAT when it comes to

extracting money from public companies directly into his own personal coffers. Unfortunately

the book doesn't go into the details of the deals enough to make my top 10 greatest business

books (#1 being The Patriarch) but considering what is published as business writing today,

this book could teach someone a few things. Like how to dislodge anyone from anything. Icahn

is like a tiger prowling the safari looking for his next meal. Once you're in his sights you either

get serious or get eaten. Texaco. TWA......not the best business book but all in all not to bad,”



Francisco Mariategui, “A good read. A book that provides historical reference of the financial

transformation in Wall Street during the 80s. No company was safe, all were up for grabs, as

long as the corporates raiders considered that their market value was below their asset or book

value. Arguably, Carl Icahn was one of the most representatives of the corporate raiders, also

called "greenmailers" for their practice of taking greenmail, a premium payment by

management above the cost of acquiring the company stock, to recant from their intentions of

taking over, streamline operations, sell assets, or finally liquidate the company. All options were

on the table for the corporate raiders; they would select the option that delivered the highest

return to investors.The books provides a inside look in the personality, mindset and business

philosophy of Carl Icahn.”

Marvin, “Great read!. Great read! Enjoyed it and learned so much from reading this book. Gives

great insights into the mind of Carl Icahn”

Mike, “Great detail on the tactics and incredible story.. GREAT detail, Incredible story. Don't

understand the other reviews. Content was great, story telling was also smooth and

enthusiastic.”

Neil Chapman-Blench, “Five Stars. Good bio of one of the great financiers of our time *******”

The book by Mark Stevens has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 151 people have provided feedback.
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